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Abstract

This report presents the software architecture in the StormCast mete-
orological workbench. The focus is on the software interfaces in
StormCast version 2.1. For each layer in the architecture the function-
ality, the call structure, the interfaces, the event diagrams and test data
are described. In addition, further works are discussed. The identifica-
tion of software interfaces are based on the StormCast prototype
implementations and evaluations. The motivation is to derive an
application program interface (API) to StormCast.

1  Introduction

The StormCast project attempts to increase the potential for distributed computing through
the construction of realistic distributed applications within the weather and pollution
domains. In our work on StormCast, we have developed prototypes of a new generation of
distributed applications for the meteorology and pollution domains.

This document presents the software architecture layer interfaces between the modules in
different layers of StormCast 2.1. The motivation has been to specify an application program
interface (API) that can be used by StormCast programmers. In this way, we will construct a
software standard for this kind of applications. The paper briefly gives a motivation for stan-
dard interfaces. Then each of the six layers in the StormCast architecture are presented. For
each layer, we outline the functionality, the call structure, the interfaces, the event diagrams
and test data.
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2  Why standard interfaces?

Software engineering concerning long-lived systems recognizes the signification of stan-
dardization and software standards. Standards are needed in various areas of software engi-
neering. Standards are developed at different levels of generality and by different actors.
Some of the standards which have been developed are (Sommerville, 1992):

1. Programming language standards. Standards for Ada, COBOL, Pascal, C, Fortran, etc.

2. Operating system standards.

3. Networking standards.

4. Window system standards.

Our approach toward these issues is to build standardized interfaces for each component of
the application, through which other components may communicate with this component.
Software standardization is motivated by a number of factors. Compatibility, portability,
adaptability, extensibility, scalability, reusability and maintainability of a software system
are all enhanced by standardization. In the following, the relationship between standardiza-
tion and these properties is discussed.

2.1   Software compatibility and portability

Compatibility is defined as the ability of two components to be in a relationship: usually to
communicate or work together, or to be interchangeable (Morris, 1993). Usually the term
software compatibility refers to a software system’s ability to work on other hardware and
software systems (virtual machine) than it was originally designed to work with. In particu-
lar software compatibility means the ability of a program to accept data and control informa-
tion from another program without conversion of data or modification of the program code,
or the ability of a new version of software to replace functions of the old version. Diversity
of software systems makes the compatibility a serious issue in software engineering. The
main way to achieve such a property is by developing standard interfaces through which dif-
ferent software components can communicate and exchange data and control information.

Software portability is an issue closely related to compatibility. A software system is adapt-
able if it can be easily and conveniently transported from one environment to another. Soft-
ware based on standard interfaces should be able to adapt to new environments. Standards
are portability interfaces a system needs to include in order to reduce the portability prob-
lems when the software is moved to another machine.

Because of the emergence of workable standards and their acceptance by large segments of
the software development community, it is now easier to produce portable, reusable applica-
tion systems and components than it was in 1970’s and 1980’s. If a standard is adopted by
the implementors of an application system, that system should be portable, without change
to any other systems who follows that standard (Sommerville, 1992).
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2.2   Software scalability and extendability

Scalability and extensibility refer to a software system’s ability to grow. A scalable software
system is a system that can easily cope with the addition of users and sites, and whose
growth involves minimal expense, performance degradation, and administrative complexity
(Satyanarayamanan, 1993). By extensibility we mean the ability of a software system to eas-
ily include new services and functions.

Efforts made to enhance the scalability and extensibility of different systems, specially dis-
tributed systems and applications, conclude that modular, layered architecture, decentralized
solutions and diversity of mechanisms are the basic means to enhance scalability and
extendability in a software system. Having a modular, layered architecture, the focus will
have to be on the interactions between the modules in the different layers of the architecture
(i.e., the interface between different components in the architecture). Software systems
offering standard interface reduce the necessary effort to scale and extend them. Ideally
speaking, such a software system could integrate new sites, physical and software compo-
nents by offering them the standard interfaces to be attached to.

2.3   Software maintainability and reusability

Maintainability and reusability of a software are both motivated first and foremost by the
economical factors. Maintenance costs are, by far, the greatest cost incurred in developing
and using a system. In general, these costs are dramatically underestimated when the system
are designed and implemented. On average, maintenance costs seem to be between two and
four times for large embedded software systems (Sommerville, 1992).

Reusing software and software components can significantly reduce software costs and
increase software quality. Reuse is an engineering discipline, based on maximum use of
existing components. Clearly reusing the components can reduce the development cost and
time. Components and systems which are used again tend to evolve and be more robust.

3  The StormCast architecture and interfaces

The StormCast application has been developed in several versions (Hartvigsen and
Johansen, 1988, 1990, Johansen and Hartvigsen, 1991, Johansen 93). The architecture of
StormCast 2.1 is illustrated in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. The StormCast 2.1 architecture.

In the StormCast 2.1 all interactions between the modules are based on a generalized RPC-
semantic, using the ISIS distributed toolkit (Birman and van Renesse, 1994). By generalized
RPC we mean that a client may send a request to one or a group of processes and waiting for
replies from one or several servers. This is achieved by utilizing the group communication
primitives abcast, cbcast or gbcast offered by ISIS. In the following chapters the lay-
ers are individually described.

4  The Monitoring Layer

4.1 Functionality

This layer consists of a set of loggers and monitoring stations. A logger is a dedicated com-
puter which is connected to a few sensors. The logger converts analog input from the sen-
sors to digital values and calibrates the data to physical quantities. The logger also stamps
the data with the current location and time values.

4.2  Call structure

The services at the Monitoring Layer is called by the Collection Layer modules. See
Section 5 on page 6 for a description.

6. User interface

5. Information storage

4. Utility

3. Data storage

2. Collection

1. Monitoring
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4.3  Interface description

The current version does not implement a standard programming interface for this layer.
(See the discussion below.)

4.4  Further work

StormCast 2.1 is based on the assumption that the Collection Layer consists of dumb data
loggers and other data sources like video, audio or devices that offer satellite pictures. This
means that the Collection Layer processes have to deal with different physical device inter-
faces. An enhancement of this strategy will be to introduce an additional software layer. This
layer should offer a consistent interface (or API) to all collection processes, i.e., that each
physical unit must be supplied with a corresponding driver that offer this API. This software
layer, or driver, could be introduced either in the Collection Layer or in the Monitoring
Layer. Figure 2a shows the driver in the Collection Layer. By introducing intelligence at the
Monitoring layer the driver may be used in this layer (Figure 2b). The advantages of having
a standard API that the collection processes use to connect to physical units are obvious.
Physical units from different vendors could be changed without changing the collection
code. The specification of this API must be a super-set of the functions and services that the
physical units (data loggers) offer.

There are several arguments for introducing intelligence at the Monitoring Layer. One rea-
son is when logger stations are available only trough (unreliable) wireless communication
(radio/satellite). Examples of this are logger stations placed on sea vessels and at distant
places. A data logger on a sea vessel could send its data at preset intervals via a radio or sat-
ellite link. However, a more robust and flexible solution is to connect the logger station to a
computer and let the computer take care of unreliable communication (through building a
more reliable protocol). The advantage of this is that the communication becomes more reli-
able and that unmanned distant logging stations can be controlled from a central site.

Farsi (1994) suggests to use a name server in each StormCast layer. A name server for the
Monitoring Layer maps logical monitoring device names to physical addresses. Collection
process programmers then use location transparent logical names instead of physical
addresses. This name server may also keep track of which monitoring servers are available
in each collection modules area. For instance mobile monitoring devices could update this
server with location information.
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FIGURE 2. Drivers in the monitoring layer. Figure a) shows a dumb driver located at the Collection
Layer. Figure b) illustrates an intelligent driver at the Monitoring Layer.

5  The Collection Layer

5.1  Functionality

The Collection Layer collects the monitored data from the bottom layer and filters out data
to be transmitted higher up in the architecture. This layer consists of a set of replicated col-
lection modules. Each replicated module is responsible for collecting of raw data from one
or several geographical areas. Higher layers can request data from a certain area and the
Collection Layer is responsible for carrying out this request.

For availability, the requested data will also be cached locally in this layer. If current data is
impossible to obtain from the Monitoring Layer, cached data will be returned as response on
requests from higher layers. The higher layers can validate the data based on its timestamp.

The Collection Layer also makes StormCast more transparent to the users, because the users
do not have to worry about the format of the data, how they actually are retrieved etc. The
layer converts raw data according to specific rules, and make sure they are time- and date-
stamped. It is possible to get further information regarding logger stations and their sensors.
This is partly based on the concept of a Management Information Base (MIB) (Robertsen,
1992).
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5.2  Implementation description

The implementation of the Collection Layer is realized using the ISIS toolkit (Birman and
van Renesse, 1994). The Collection Layer has four entry-points. Other layers may send
requests to the Collection Layer to any of these entry-points. The information and function-
ality found in the Collection Layer is accessible through these entry-points.

There are three entry-points which may be used to retrieve information from the MIB. The
final entry-point provides weather data collected from the loggers. The data received are
explicitly assumed to be correct. No checking is done with respect to the meaning of the
data.

FIGURE 3. The design of the Collection Layer.
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The design of the actual program which makes up the Collection Layer is shown in Figure 3.
As illustrated the interface with other layers is realized by the procedures located at the top-
and bottom of the figure. Information about the monitoring stations is found in a configura-
tion file. This file is read at start-up time.

The Collection Layer uses a local cache from which requests are answered when logger sta-
tions are unavailable. This cache acts like a FIFO-queue, and may be either a disk file or
some allocated memory.

Incoming messages will be received from any of the higher layers in the model. These mes-
sages will all request some kind of data. The message will contain a specification explaining
which logger to contact. This will be one of the logger stations connected to this particular
instance of the Collection Layer. The Collection Layer will now act like a server, and be
responsible for getting data from the appropriate logging stations.

Data received from the Monitoring Layer will, if necessary, be transformed into a more
appropriate format. This data is also time-stamped at once they arrive at the Collection
Layer. The next step is to check the values in the collected data against the threshold values.
The data from the Monitoring Layer may be received through a special constructed library
for either serial connection or modem connection.

5.3  Interface description

Get_Collected_Data (name_specification, environment_specification)

Purpose: Receives a request for weather data, reads the contents of the cache
and sends a reply to the calling process.

Called by: The Data Storage Layer, The Utility Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger the calling process wants to retrieve data
from.

environment_specification
The name of the environment, i.e. the sensor, the calling process wants to
retrieve data from. Specified as “ALL” if the calling process wants data from all
sensors at the same time.
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Export_Global_Information (name_specification)

Purpose: Retrieves information like geographical name, coordinates and logger
type concerning a logger connected to this instance of the Collection Layer. This
information is found in the MIB.

Called by: The Utility Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger the calling process wants to retrieve
information from.

Export_Logger_Information (name_specification)

Purpose: Retrieves the environment name of all sensors of a specified logger
connected to this instance of the Collection Layer. This information is found in
the MIB.

Called by: The Utility Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger the calling process wants to retrieve
information from.

Get_Sensor_Information (name_specification,
environment_specification)

Purpose: Used for retrieval of information about one of the sensors at a speci-
fied logger connected to this instance of the Collection Layer. This information
is found in the MIB.

Called by: The Utility Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger the calling process wants to retrieve
information from.

environment_specification
The name of the sensor the calling process wants to retrieve data from.
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Contact_Aanderaa_Serial (i)

Purpose: Gets weather data from an Aanderaa station connected to the Collec-
tion Layer through a serial line.

Called by: Start_Logging_Processes.

Calls: The Monitoring Layer.

i
The index number in the list of loggers connected to this particular instance of
the Collection Layer.

Contact_Aanderaa_Modem (i)

Purpose: Gets weather data from an Aanderaa station connected to the Collec-
tion Layer by a modem.

Called by: Start_Logging_Processes.

Calls: The Monitoring Layer.

i
The index number in the list of loggers connected to this particular instance of
the Collection Layer.

5.4  Event diagrams

The interaction pattern in StormCast does not depend of some kind of ordering of events.
This means that interaction between modules (layers) theoretically could be based on any
type of data communications. At present StormCast is based on the ISIS distributed toolkit.
The motivation for the use of ISIS is its group-communication utility. In StormCast, process
groups are a vital mean of increasing the overall fault-tolerance.

There are also various requirements for reliability of the communication between modules.
This depends on both the modules and the layer. If all modules are placed in a local area net-
work the reliability is higher than if some modules were placed i.e. on sea vessels, commu-
nicating via a satellite or a radio link.

Figure 4 shows a typical event diagram for a connection between the Data Storage Layer
and the Collection Layer where the communication between the layers is based on an unreli-
able satellite multicast RPC protocol (Farstad, Johansen and Hartvigsen, 1994). Here, the
monitoring devices may be servers placed on mobile sea vessels, which are contacted via
satellite. The communication is of such type that messages could be lost in both directions.
(It is not always convenient or desirable to build a reliable communication protocol on top of
an unreliable satellite link because of the system delays).
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FIGURE 4. Data Storage Layer – Collection Layer connection events.

5.5  Further work

During the implementation and test phase, we have only used logger stations from Aan-
deraa, connected through a serial line or a modem. Adding more routines for communication
with other kind of collection-modules enables the Collection Layer to receive data from
other possible sources.

The StormCast 2.1 does not contain any name servers. The application is based on letting
the Collection Layer map data requests from an area to the monitoring devices in the
requested areas. For mobile monitoring devices (i.e. logger stations placed on sea vessels)
this means that the Collection Layer continuously must be updated with new location infor-
mation. As suggested in (Farsi, 1994) there should be a name server in each layer in the
StormCast architecture to avoid scaling problems. The collection name server must there-
fore do the mapping between high-level area name / monitoring device name to physical
address. The servers offering monitoring services must be named in a location transparent
way. But, requests for data are based on geographically locations, meaning that the request
contains location information. This location information must therefore be mapped to the
physical address to the collection module that handles the requested area. In this way, loca-
tion transparency is a matter of naming the predefined servers in a transparent way.
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FIGURE 5. Naming in StormCast (based on Farsi, 1994)

Figure 5 illustrates a possible interaction pattern (Farsi, 1994). First the modules are regis-
tered in the name servers (1). The upper layer process maps an area to an address (or
addresses) which again is mapped to a collection server that handles this area by contacting
the collection name server (2). Then the given server is contacted (3), which in turn uses the
monitoring name server to check which monitoring devices are available (4). The returned
physical address(es) are used to contact the monitoring device (5).

6  The Data Storage Layer

6.1  Functionality

The Data Storage Layer is the first layer where data is permanently stored. Also this layer
consists of a set of replicated modules. These modules send request about data from certain
geographical areas at predefined frequencies to the Collection Layer modules. These mod-
ules store the obtained data and reply with retrieved data when requested from higher levels.

The Data Storage Layer provides a high degree of transparency to the other modules in the
architecture. A request to the Data Storage Layer needs only to contain a short specification
of the start and stop time and the location. The Data Storage Layer accomplishes the request
according to the specifications given. The data retrieved is mostly used by the modules
found in the Utility Layer, which use them for services as statistics and weather prognoses.

6.2  Implementation description

The communication with both the Collection Layer and the higher layer takes place by the
broadcast mechanisms in ISIS only. These broadcasts will be the only way to communicate
with the Data Storage Layer. As illustrated in Figure 6, there are two ISIS entry-points
which the higher layers may access when old data is retrieved (Retreive_Old_Data) or
miscellaneous data (Store_Misc_Data) is stored.
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The processes in this layer send a request to the Collection Layer at predefined frequencies
to get data to be stored permanently. This version of StormCast appends new data from a
logger station to a sequential file dedicated to data from this logger station. There is one sep-
arate file for each date.

FIGURE 6. The design of the Data Storage Layer.
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6.3  Interface description

Retreive_Old_Data (name_specification, start_date, stop_date,
start_time, stop_time)

Purpose: Receives a request for old data, reads the contents of the database and
sends a reply to the calling process.

Called by: The Utility Layer, The Interface Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger the calling process wants to retrieve data
from.

start_date
The first date of the requested data.

stop_date
The last date of the requested data.

start_time
The start time on the start_date.

stop_time
The stop time on the stop_date.

Get_Line_Logger (name_specification)

Purpose: Sends a request to the Collection Layer at predefined intervals to get
recent weather data. These data are later to be stored in the database.

Called by: service_maintask

Calls: Get_Collected_Data (in The Collection Layer).

name_specification
Name of the logger the Data Storage Layer wants to retrieve weather data from.
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Store_Misc_Data (name_specification, datestamp, timestamp,
exceeded_values)

Purpose: Receives a request to store weather data in the database. The request
contains further specifications about the data to be stored.

Called by: The Collection Layer, The Utility Layer.

Calls: None.

name_specification
The geographical name of the logger related to the data.

datestamp
The date the data are collected.

timestamp
The time the data are collected.

exceeded_values
A list of the actual values of the observation.

6.4  Event diagrams

See the event diagram for the Collection Layer in Figure 4 on page 11.

6.5  Further work

Permanently stored data, especially multimedia data and satellite pictures lead to a huge
amount of data. Therefore it is reasonable to consider some compression techniques.

In the StormCast 2.1 all data are stored in sequential text files. This is a simple and for most
purposes an adequate solution. However, when searching in huge amounts of data, indexing
should be used for efficiency. Different DBMSs therefore have to be considered. As men-
tioned a multimedia data storage, including a multimedia database, will be addressed in the
project.

7  The Utility Layer

7.1  Functionality

The Utility Layer contains different types of services (applications) which convert raw data
into information. The modules in this layer request data from the Collection Layer, the Data
Storage Layer or other applications.
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7.2  Implementation description

Due to the functionality of the applications, we have called them tools. The design of each
existing application is not a task of this document, however the design of the applications
connection to the upper and lower layers are described here.

FIGURE 7. The design of the Utility Layer.
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7.3  Interface description

The following are actions that any tool can perform.

Report (text)

Purpose: Sends an error message to the ToolManager. (See Section 9.1 on
page 19).

Called by: Any application.

Calls: The Interface Layer.

text
The text to be displayed in the ToolManager.

Example located in: LoggerManagerIF.c

ToolManagerConnect (id)

Purpose: Reports to the ToolManager that we are up and running.

Called by: Any application.

Calls: The Interface Layer.

id
Identifies of the tool which performs the connection.

Example located in: ToolManagerConnect(), LoggerManagerIF.c

Poll(id)

Purpose: Receives a poll message and sends the identification as an ack.

Called by: The Interface Layer.

Calls: None

id
Identifies the tool which wants to check the status of the ToolManager.

Example located in: ReceivePoll(), LoggerManagerIF.c
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Stop(id)

Purpose: Receives a stop message and terminates if the tool’s id equals the one
in question.

Called by: The Interface Layer.

Calls: None

id
Identifies the tool to stop.

Example located in: ReceiveStop(), LoggerManagerIF.c

get_global_information(name_spesification)

Purpose: Gets the information about a logger. The information is the geograph-
ical name of the logger, the location coordinates and the logger type.

Called by: Any application.

Calls: The Collection Layer.

name_specification
Name of the wanted logger.

Example located in: doQuery(), TreeIF.c (The Locator application)

get_logger_information(name_specification)

Purpose: Gets a list of names of all sensors attached to the specified logger.

Called by: Any application.

Calls: The Collection Layer.

name_specification
Name of the wanted logger.

Example located in: FillInTree(), LoggerManagerIF.c
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get_sensor_information(name_specification, environment_specification)

Purpose: Gets sensor values from one or all sensors in the specified logger. Val-
ues will be the last updated.

Called by: Any application

Calls: The Collection Layer

name_specification
Name of the wanted logger.

environment_specification
The name of the environment, i.e. the sensor, the calling process wants to
retrieve data from. Specified as “ALL” if the calling process wants data from all
sensors at the same time.

Example located in: doQuery(), QueryObject.c (The LoggerManager applica-
tion)

8  The Information Storage Layer

8.1  Functionality

In the StormCast application a distinction is made between raw data and information (pro-
cessed data). This layer provides the same set of services as the Data Storage Layer. Thus,
the Data Storage Layer and the Information Storage Layer are quite similar. The only differ-
ence between these to layers is the concept of stored entities. Because of this similarity, the
Information Storage Layer is not discussed here.

9  The User Interface Layer

9.1  Functionality

This layer creates and manages the user dialogues. The User Interface Layer has mainly to
tasks:

1. to collect data and information requested by the user, and

2. to present the collected data or information to the user.

Typically, a client module is activated for each requested service. This client module inter-
acts with one or several services, logically found in lower layers of the architecture to get the
information requested. The presentation of data is done by using weather maps and other
visualization techniques.
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The management of user dialogues includes the following tasks:

1. to hold a list of the tool states, and to update it every time any tool changes its state.

2. to offer some environment to manage to start new tools and stop running tools.

3. to display to the user messages from any tool (error messages or state messages).

The managing process is called the ToolManager. In order to start a new tool the ToolMan-
ager performs a command which contains the tool’s name and a few user parameters set by
the user. Communication between the ToolManager and the tools is performed through Isis.
The ToolManager also uses Isis to monitor the state of the tools. Every time a tool fails the
Isis system will trigger a polling action from the ToolManager.

9.2  Implementation description

The ToolManager interface is build with the use of the XWindows system. The design of the
ToolManager can logically be divided into two parts, the interface part and the execution
part (see Figure 8). The latter consists of callback actions activated from the interface part or
Isis tasks activated by messages from lower layers.

FIGURE 8. The design of The Interface Layer.
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9.3  Interface description

An action in the ToolManager often propagates through several procedures. The action as
described will be located in the procedure as close to the actual execution as possible. The
call structures described are those which in any way crosses the architecture layers (the
round boxes in Figure 8).

StartTool (from_button, client_data, *callback)

Purpose: Starts the specified tool by calling a shellscript and executing a com-
mand with the parameters read from the interface window.

Parameters: XWindows administrative purpose.

Called by: Callback from ToolManager menu.

Calls: None

Located in: TmDialogsIF.c

StopTool (w, client_data, *callback)

Purpose: Sends a stop message to a tool in the Utility Layer.

Parameters: XWindows administrative purpose.

Called by: Callback from ToolManager menu.

Calls: None

Located in: ToolManagerIF.c

Connect (id)

Purpose: Receives start confirmation from a tool, and changes the tool status.

Called by: The Utility Layer

Calls: None

id
Identifies the tool just started.

Located in: ConnectEntry(), ToolManagerIF.c

Report (text)

Purpose: Receives reports from tools to be displayed to the user.

Called by: The Utility Layer

Calls: None

text
The text to be displayed.

Located in: ReportEntry(), ToolManagerIF.c
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PollTools ()

Purpose: Sends a message to each running tool. Expects the tool to ack this
message, identifying itself with its id number. If not ack’ed it assumes that the
tool is dead and notifies the user about this.

Parameters: None

Activated by: a change in the tools group.

Calls: The Utility Layer

Located in: ToolManagerIF.c

10  Discussion and open problems

The design of a toolbox for the construction of distributed (monitoring) applications is one
of the main objectives of the StormCast project. We also try to generalize aspects of this
application which later can be used in design and implementation of distributed monitoring
applications. Obviously, standardized interfaces between different components ease the con-
struction of such applications. In the design of large scale distributed applications, it is nec-
essary to choose an optimal solutions.

One of the basic issues in designing a distributed application is how to reduce the communi-
cation costs. As described earlier, communication in StormCast v.2.1 is mainly based on a
generalized synchronous RPC mechanism. However, whenever a continuously demand for
data is concerned, synchronous communication means an unnecessary delay.

Software management is one of the complex issues in any distributed application and sys-
tem. The problem in a large-scale distributed system is to provide system managers with the
means to monitor and adjust a fairly large collection of different types of geographically dis-
tributed components (Schroeder, 1993). One approach to this problem, as described in
(Schroeder, 1993), requires that each component defines and exports a management inter-
face, using RPC if possible. Each component is managed via calls to this interface from
interactive tools run by human managers.

This paper has reported on the first attempt to form an application program interface to
StormCast and StormCast-like applications. So far the six layer architecture has appeared to
conduct a suitable framework for this. As it appears from the former sections, the architec-
ture is not completely followed in StormCast 2.1. The reason for this is mainly that version
2.1 is assembled from several earlier versions.

11  Concluding remarks

In this paper we have described our effort toward the standardization of software compo-
nents in the StormCast application. We have discussed the general motivations for such a
work, the layered architecture and interfaces between different layers. In addition, the stan-
dard interfaces used to communicate with different modules in the application have been
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presented. The six layer architecture has turned out to be an appropriate way to construct this
kind of applications.
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